Dist-003, Arlington, November 2021 District Report

AFG GROUPS
Number of groups: 7
Number of Spanish groups: 1
Number of closed meetings due to pandemic: 1
Number of virtual meetings: 4
Number of hybrid meetings: 2.

The groups use an iPad in the in-person meeting to connect to Zoom. Members who attend in person and via Zoom are able to share experience, strength, and hope. The Spanish meeting attempted hybrid meeting but only one member showed up to the in-person meeting because of the pandemic.

Most groups are financially healthy and regular members attend the meetings. Every group, except the one that is close, has donated to above service level. Lastly, every GR and AGR were asked to find their replacement for the new term.

DISTRICT MEETINGS
Arlington remains a quarterly meeting until the end of the year. The AR or AGR or each group attended the virtual Aug. 2021 meeting except for one group. The next meeting will be in Dec. 2021.

DISTRICT OFFICERS
ADR and Secretary positions are still open.

FINANCIAL
Arlington is healthy and donated to the WSO in September 2021.

OTHER
Arlington voted to co-host the N. VA Area AMIAS Fall 2021 workshop. If it can’t find volunteers, then it will contribute financially.